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TS3160 in MDF with Bolection Moulding (BM) and Raised (A) Panel

Driven by Design
TruStile believes doors are a critical design element in today’s
home. We support this vision by offering the broadest product
line and the highest quality product
in the door industry.
With more than 400 styles or any custom design available in
paintable MDF (medium density fiberboard) or any stain-grade
wood, TruStile can fulfill any design requirement. All TruStile
doors feature architecturally correct stile & rail construction, the
highest quality materials and are backed by a lifetime warranty.
TM13340 in Walnut with Edelman® Royal Hide Pewter Leather

TS7010 in MDF with Roman Ogee (OG) Sticking and Raised (A) Panel

PL404 in MDF with Wave Glass, Roman Ogee (OG) Sticking, Flat (C) Panel

www.trustile.com

Perfection is in the Details:
Most standard door products feature bland styles and
construction methods that are designed to lower costs, rather
than provide architectural detail. In contrast, all TruStile doors are
built with time-tested stile & rail construction, which provides
crisp, distinct lines and sharp profiles. These details result in doors
that can truly enhance and differentiate an architectural setting,
rather than simply fill an opening.
TS5120 in Cherry with Wenge Insert, Square Stick (SS) Sticking and Flat (C) Panel

TMB6120 in MDF with bevel profile

Radius-Top TS6090 in Knotty Alder with Square Stick (SS) Sticking and Raised (A) Panel

Any Door, Any Style, Any Size:
At TruStile, we have developed a manufacturing capability that
allows us to provide literally any door style for any sized opening.
Every door we make is built to order, providing customers the
flexibility to specify the exact style and size they require for each
and every door opening.

TS3300 in MDF with Square Stick (SS)
Sticking and Flat C) Panel
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